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HR 8799 planetary system



How old 
are you?

4.5 billion 
years old



4.567 ± 0.001 Gyr	

!

(Amelin et al. 2002)



How do we know?

238U� 206Pb
235U� 207Pb



How old are you?

What model?

What initial conditions?

What can we measure 
that changes with time?



One tool: Lithium 
depletion
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Younger star
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Age recipe for Li depletion:

Model:

Initial conditions / assumptions:

Measurement:

7Li + H� 8Be� 2 4He

All stars start with same Li abundance

Measure 7Linow, Tnow
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ABSTRACT

Despite the extensive study of lithium depletion during pre-main-sequence (PMS) contraction, studies of
individual stars show discrepancies between ages determined from the Hertzsprung–Russell (H–R) diagram
and ages determined from lithium depletion, indicating open questions in the PMS evolutionary models. To
further test these models, we present high-resolution spectra for members of the β Pictoris Moving Group
(BPMG), which is young and nearby. We measure equivalent widths of the 6707.8 Å Li i line in these stars
and use them to determine lithium abundances. We combine the lithium abundance with the predictions of
PMS evolutionary models in order to calculate a lithium depletion age for each star. We compare this age to
the age predicted by the H–R diagram of the same model. We find that the evolutionary models underpredict
the amount of lithium depletion for the BPMG given its nominal H–R diagram age of ∼12 Myr, particularly
for the mid-M stars, which have no observable Li i line. This results in systematically older ages calculated
from lithium depletion isochrones than from the H–R diagram. We suggest that this discrepancy may be related
to the discrepancy between measured M-dwarf radii and the smaller radii predicted by evolutionary models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lithium depletion during pre-main-sequence (PMS) contrac-
tion has been extensively studied. Studies of open clusters have
shown that lithium depletion is a strong function of both age and
stellar mass (e.g., Soderblom et al. 1993; Barrado y Navascués
et al. 2004; Mentuch et al. 2008). These studies clearly show
that the presence of a strong Li i line at 6707.8 Å is an indica-
tor of youth in late-type stars. The regularity of lithium deple-
tion in open clusters implies that the lithium line can act as a
mass-dependent clock (Jeffries & Naylor 2001). By combining
a measurement of the lithium abundance of a star with theoreti-
cal evolutionary models, one might be able to derive an age of a
PMS star whose distance is unknown, e.g., a young field star. In
order to do this, we need to understand PMS lithium depletion
very well.

Most of the work comparing lithium depletion to
Hertzsprung–Russell (H–R) diagram ages has been done in
open clusters, focusing on comparing the cluster age derived
from the lithium depletion boundary (LDB)3 in the lowest-
mass stars with the H–R diagram age found from fitting the
upper main-sequence (e.g., Barrado y Navascués et al. 1999;
Stauffer et al. 1999; Burke et al. 2004; Jeffries & Oliveira 2005;
Manzi et al. 2008). Most studies find that the LDB age tends
to be older than the age calculated from upper main-sequence
fitting, though the discrepancy may be smaller for younger clus-
ters (Jeffries & Oliveira 2005; Manzi et al. 2008). These results
are used to argue for the inclusion of convective overshoot-
ing in evolutionary models, since it increases the ages derived
from upper main-sequence fitting without affecting the LDB
age. These older upper main-sequence fitting ages tend to be in
better agreement with LDB ages (Burke et al. 2004).

3 For stars that are fully convective before they reach the main sequence
(M < 0.3 M⊙), at a given age there is a sharp boundary between stars that
have fully depleted their lithium and slightly less massive stars with no
evidence of depletion (Basri et al. 1996; Bildsten et al. 1997).

A few studies have been done of individual stars, showing
that ages derived from comparison of lithium abundances with
models of lithium depletion are persistently older than ages
derived from the H–R diagram. Song et al. (2002) find that the
age of the binary HIP 112312 derived from its lithium depletion
is >20 Myr. They find that this system is likely a member of
the β Pictoris Moving Group (BPMG), whose proposed age
derived from PMS isochrones on the H–R diagram is ∼12 Myr
(Zuckerman et al. 2001). Likewise, White & Hillenbrand (2005)
find that the age of St 34 derived from its position on the H–R
diagram is 8 ± 3 Myr whereas its lithium depletion implies an
age of >35 Myr. These results indicate some open questions
about lithium depletion in the evolutionary models.

In order to avoid confusing lithium depletion effects with
temperature- or mass-dependent systematic trends in the mod-
els, we would like to compare H–R diagram ages with lithium
depletion ages for individual stars as was done for HIP 112312
and St 34, rather than comparing the ages of more massive stars
determined from one technique with the ages of less massive
stars determined from another. To do this, we need a coeval
group of late-type stars so we can study lithium depletion over
a range of masses. We want the stars to be of intermediate age,
∼5–80 Myr; much younger, and very little lithium depletion has
occurred; much older, and they are on the main sequence, where
the H–R diagram age is degenerate. We also would like them to
be nearby, so we can measure accurate distances and luminosi-
ties, and bright, so we can get high signal-to-noise ratio spectra.

In this paper, we examine lithium depletion in some of the
later-type members of the BPMG, which is ideal for studying
lithium depletion because it is young and nearby (∼12 Myr, 10–
50 pc; Zuckerman et al. 2001). We compare the lithium depletion
of our sample to the predictions of different theoretical PMS
models. We also calculate ages from these models for individual
stars and compare the H–R diagram age of each star with the age
implied by its lithium depletion to see if each model is internally
consistent in the two ages determined for a given star. We
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Use the lithium 
measurements to test 
and calibrate models	
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Next step: testing other 
effects in the models, 
and writing code to 
make them easier to 

compare 



You +

+

Stellar evolution 	

models

+

Science + a resource for 
other astronomers=



Questions? 
!

Contact me at 
ejensen1@swarthmore.edu 




